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The agenda of the first meeting of coordinators

The  first agenda  must  include an overview of the project activities, risk 

management, monitoring, including project dissemination and quality 

assurance activities. Enforcing obligations have to be discussed. It is very 

important to define the basics principles of joint work (methods, tools, 

frequency of contacts, responsible persons) and ensure that all partners 

understand them equally. Even conflict prevention measures should be 

provided. It is very useful to break down activities into easy-to-manage 

jobs. The schedule of activities must reflect the objectives of the project 

work schedule. 



Monotoring
Every partner agrees that it is necessary to discuss how to provide for regular (periodic) monitoring of project 

activities. All project partners are jointly and severally liable for the implementation of the project.If a partner fails 

to carry out the part of the activity entrusted to it, the other partners become responsible for the implementation of 

that part. So every organization has to know a concreate timetable of each activity, not only its own in case to help 

each other to be in time.

Risk Management
Every partner agrees that it is necessary to assign a risk owner to each risk (no project coordinator) who would be 

responsible for the risk response strategy planning, ongoing monitoring and implementation.  Partners have to 

discuss a project quality control at a meeting of the partners and designate the persons responsible for its 

implementation.

Dissemination

Every partner agrees that all project documentation for all participants  have to be in an accessible virtual 

environment. Partners agree to use Google Disk for studying useful papers in more easier way.

Dissemination Events Register has to be on Google Disk to fill in  after each activity. 



Project Progress and Results

In preparing the project progress and results evaluation plan, partners should answer the 

following questions:

● What project results related to processes or products?

Can be calculated? How? Who is responsible?

● What should be evaluated? How? Who is responsible?

● What target group will be involved in the evaluation?

What will be the qualitative and quantitative criteria? It is necessary to remember what 

we planned in the application.

● How will the information be collected?

● When will the information be collected?

● Who is responsible for collecting the information and summarizing it?

All the tasks have to be shared between the partners - the project dissemination must be 

carried out by all project partners. 

● All project partners must be actively involved in both dissemination / planning phase 

and in our project’s implementation. Every partner should provide the coordinator with 

a list of distribution channels



Poland partner, ............. will do: >determine the methodology used on the project. >establish 

a project time frame and determine each phase. >create an instagram account and disseminate 

the project activities there. Lithuania partner, ............... as a coordinator will do: >lead and 

manage the project team >assign task and responsibility to project team members >create 

press release, posters and brochures >as a coordinator manage to write final report of the 

completed activities collaboratively with the other partners and upload in Twinspace. >create 

project surveys and statistics Portugal partner, .................. will do: >create a portfolio 

showcasing artistic identity >develop a project plan and manage activities according to the 

project goal. >following the process >monitoring of the participants >canva business model 

Italy partner, ............... will do: >setting up the learning activity >evaluate risk management 

>create a portfolio showcasing artistic identity >create a blog/website and disseminate the 

project activities there and the last partner is Turkey, ............. will do: >evaluation of the 

project >responsible for the further dissemination strategy, tools and channel of the project, 

>prepare and arrange huge festival in a celebration of the achieved project. >create a project 

twinspace on eTwinning and disseminate all the activities there. 



Each hosting school will give contribution to create kits that will be uploaded,

exploiting various tools, materials and resources. Specifically, Polish partner will 

prepare a tutorial or podcast about in how to prepare a questionnaire to measure 

students' artistic skills and a tutorial on the preparation of a theatrical

performance.

Italian partner will prepare a tutorial about designing a workshop and a video of a 

dance workshop.

Turkish partner will create a tutorial in digital arts painting and in preparation of 

chorus and orchestra music presentation.

Lithuanian partner will prepare a self assessment grid on artistic skills to be applied in 

the beginning of the „How artistic am I“. 

Portuguese partner will make templates of portfolios and a tutorial to allow students to 

deepen this field . It will be also prepared a self assessment grid on entrepreneurial 

skills to be applied in the beginning of the Entrepreneurship module. A tutorial about 

how to organise a seminar will be prepared , too.





Pozityvios patirtys 

atveria kelia pozityvioms 

emocijoms, o jos – tiesus 

kelias į pozityvią 

mokymosi motyvaciją


